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Whatâ€™s done in the dark will always be brought to the light. Some secrets can never be kept
hidden. Hazel and Jamal have been together for six years and are just now getting married. Just
after the wedding Hazel soon starts regretting saying the words I Do. Hazel eventually begins to
realize that Jamal isnâ€™t the perfect husband that she thought she married. Jamal has never really
been faithful to Hazel but marries her anyway. He has been cheating on her for over two years. He
loves Hazel but Hazel doesnâ€™t know how to sexually satisfy him, which puts Jamal in a
complicated situation. Xavier has been with Jet for four years and they have one daughter together.
Jet wants her freedom to drink and party all night without hearing Xavier breathing down her neck.
Xavier wants Jet to be responsible and stay out the clubs, but she isnâ€™t hearing any of that. Jet
soon starts sleeping with someone else and when Xavier finds out Jets secret all hell breaks loose,
he dismisses her and decides to raise their daughter on his own. Whoâ€™s between the sheets tells
a story of different couples who just aren't satisfied with their partners sexually. You will be amazed
when you find out WHO IS actually BETWEEN THE SHEETS.
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Who's Between the Sheets by Shanice B. is definitely one urban romance that readers don't want to
miss. Shanice B.'s talent continues to shine on with every novel that she writes. I can't believe how
realistic her characters are. The emotional journey is powerful and believable. It's easy to lose
oneself within each character's shoes. Understanding and sympathy can be felt for some female
and one male character. Marriage life is full of its ups and downs...especially for characters like
Hazel. Her husband has been cheating on her for two years with a stripper. The stripper is pregnant
and then ends up losing the baby. But that doesn't stop the stripper from destroying what's left of
Hazel's marriage. The marriage is barely hanging on by a thread and only hanging on due to her
recent discovery of being pregnant with her cheating husband's baby. As soon as the stripper
comes by with her plan to destroy...Hazel gives up and her husband, Jamal, finds that marriage is
just not what he wants anymore. His brother is fed up with the way he treated his wife Hazel but
knows that he can't his brother. Then there's Jamal's brother is having relationship issues with his
girl. Finds out that she's been sleeping with another woman. On top of all that, she's been an
irresponsible mother. But after his woman's lover secret comes out...Jamal's woman comes back to
him. Working on being a better mother and girlfriend to Jamal...but only time will tell if everything will
work out for Jamal and his woman. Drama is tenfold in this exciting tale. I was surprised by all the
crazy stuff going on that Shanice B. was able to keep things going straight...it was easy and fast to
read. I felt like I was watching everything happen as it happened. Incredible...steamy, and contains
a lot of adult content...but definitely a must read. Who's Between the Sheets will keep readers
guessing...

This book was an awesome read. Jamal was wrong in so many levels. Felt bad for Hazel. Nikki
scandalous whore. I didnt like her at all. Jet was wrong too but she came back to her senses. The
end was unexpected. Well written and the drama was well executed. So it holds the interest from
start to end.

Why didn't you finish this????? Husband cheats on wife then agrees not to anymore and suddenly
side chick shows up at a "family" barbecue to confront the very pregnant wife.......and the husband
doesn't respond or defend his wife!!!!!!! Not at my family event would this chick even get in the back
yard...the response received from the author was just to let this chick talk about getting her man
back then THE END.......not good.

This book was filled with sex , betrayal, lies, and alot of secrets. Jamal just couldn't get it together.
He had a good one at home but that wasn't enough. Xavier crazy in love with his girl but she had
alot of going up to do. Hazel was my favorite character from beginning to end. What a good ending .
Sometimes u get what u want then at times you get nothing.

I was surprised by this book I honestly didn't think I would like it but in actuality I freaking LOVED
IT!!! Boy when I tell you I was fighting sleep trying to read this book... There was so much drama
and Jamal & Nikki boy boy boy.. Hazel all I could do was smh at her gullible ass

Jamal is an ass......I think Hazel forgave him too quick and Xavier did the same with Jet forgave too
quick. Who says they want stray again. Nikki got balls to roll up on him at a family gathering. Weak
ads Jamal going to mess up his marriage and family for a hoe....smdh

This book had me so conflicted because one minute I was rooting for Jamal and hoping him and
Hazel would have their happy ending. The next minute I was hoping she would find somebody else
that would show him what he could potentially miss out on. There were some twists and turns as
well that had me on edge. Nonetheless, I am definitely awaiting part two to see how this plays out
and find out who's really going to be between the sheets?!

An unexpected surprise!!! I truly enjoyed reading this book, so realistic. The author does a great job,
well written with some interesting twist and turns. You will feel as if you know the characters each
and everyone.It was nice reading about people who actually had jobs and did something
besidesselling drugs.
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